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30 + years International Business Career
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for shareholders

Opimian Society
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 Opimian is Canada’s premier wine club, offering

Canadians access to wines that are EXCLUSIVE to our
members and are not available through any of the
provincial liquor boards.

 Opimian has 27 chapters across Canada. These are wine-

loving partners which are the face of Opimian in each
community.

 Opimian operates as a non-profit private import wine

club, where all members benefit from its nationwide
purchasing power regardless of their province of
residence.

Legal Context
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All provinces and territories in Canada maintain
government monopolies over the wholesale distribution
of alcohol. And with the exception of Alberta, all are the
dominant retailers of alcohol in their respective
jurisdictions.

Source: Gerald Thoms. Analysis of Beverage Alcohol Sales in Canada. 2012

Member Centric Approach
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 Why Focus on the Member Experience?
 Team Member Alignment
 Objectives and Goals

KEY DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
OWNERSHIP MODEL AND MEMBERSHIP MODEL
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Ownership

Membership

Key Metrics

Conversion, Transaction Size, Lifetime Customer Value /
Manufacturing Economies of Retention
Scale

Customer Value Path

Cross-Sell

Tiers of Value and Add-Ons

Personalization

Customization

Configuration

Key Organizational Objective Control

Flexibility

Network Effect

Minimal

Critical

Pricing

Cost-Based

Value-Based

Product Innovation

The Big Reveal

Ongoing Innovation

Relationships

Ends at Transaction

Forever

Build the right organization
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Strategy

Rationale

Build the right organization

The new membership model requires a change in culture and
attitude, not just marketing tactics

Build an effective acquisition funnel from the bottom up

With a forever transaction, retention becomes more important
than acquisition, especially since much more cost effective

Onboard members for success and super users

The first few days for any member are critical to their long term engagement

Start simple with pricing, model for flexibility

Fine line between options creating choice and too many options creating
work. With memberships, the risk is too much complexity, too early in the
relationship
Memberships equal huge trail of data, need to analyze and act on info, helps
build stronger relationships with members.

Use the right technology and track right data
Loyalty is critical in membership model, when retention drives success, but
sometimes appropriate to let members go
Retain members, but know when to let them go

KEY DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
OWNERSHIP MODEL AND MEMBERSHIP MODEL
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Ownership

Membership

CEO

Product driven

Relationship driven

Finance

Lumpy

Smooth

Product Team

Big reveal

Tinkering

Sales

Big game hunting

Farming

Support

Minimizes anger

Maximizes loyalty

Marketing

One-way communication

Two-way or three-way
communication

IT and Operations

Build custom solution, hire lots of Outsource what’s not core,
staff, keep it all on-site and inleverage the cloud, configure
house
don’t customize

Creating the member environment
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Strategy

Rationale

Leverage the wisdom of members

Provide immediate value to members even before community is
at critical mass

Free up stored value

Grow by clusters to build connections

Use technology to build relationships

Make it easy for members to:
a) Help one another
b) Find help
c) Express their ideas
Build systems to manage renegades
Moderate community to manage culture
Make small frequent upgrades vs. big upgrades

The Age of Customer Road Map
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Ownership
Age of the Customer
---------------------------------------

← 2010 →
2000 →

Information Age
---------------------------------------

← 1960 →
1940 →

Automation & Communication Age

--------------------------------------Second Industrial Age
--------------------------------------First Industrial Age

← 1920 →
← 1840
← 1760

Membership
The Customer Era
--------------------------------------Relationship Era
--------------------------------------Marketing Company Era
--------------------------------------Marketing Era
--------------------------------------Sales Era
--------------------------------------Simple Trade & Production Era

Customer Centric Relationship
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“You can make more friends in 2 months by being interested in other people than in 2 years by making people interested in you.”
- Mark Twain

Customers have changed from being passive to being active and engaged. Advocates are a level
above.

Involvement

Climb to Advocacy

Advocacy

New Model
Customer Purchase Journey and Advocacy Accelerator
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Evaluation

ZMOT
Purchase
FMOT
Consideration

Customer Purchase Journey
Experience

SMOT
Awareness

Customer Centric Marketing Model
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(Research & Strategy)
Customer Centricity

ROI

Member Centric Approach
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1. Wine
Sourcing &
Logistics
6.
Administrative
Enhancements

2. Member
Attraction

Member
Experience
3. Enhanced
Experience

5. Events &
Partnerships

4. Servicing
Members

The Vision
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Define &
Deliver
The Promise to the Members

Member Experience
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Enhance

Educate

Engage
Simplify

Execute

Defining The New Member Experience
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Market
Research

Market size
10.3 million Canadians aged 25-74 consume wine at least once a month, which represents
49% of the population.
20

3 943 728

Target Market
10,378,232 people
2 490 776
1 34 9170

114 1606
207 565

British Columbia

Alberta

Saskatchewan

726 476

518 912
Manitoba

Ontario

Quebec

Atlantic

Context and Objectives
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Opimian has decided to stop, take stock and devise a coherent strategy for
future growth grounded in clear knowledge of its market and carefully
chosen priorities. The organisation recognizes the importance of maintaining
those aspects of its identity and offering that have allowed it to thrive over 42
years and become Canada’s largest non-profit private import wine club with
an astounding 16,000 members nation-wide.

The main objectives of this study among members and non-members are
to:
•
•
•
•

Identify and prioritize the untapped market segments that represent the greatest opportunities for
membership and revenue growth.
Identify which of the existing member benefits will most help attract these markets and what other
benefits or offers are needed.
Understand how best to reach these segments.
Ensure the chosen strategies are also consistent with what is needed to maintain and grow business
with the current membership.

Opimian’s current membership skews far more male and much older
than the overall wine drinking population
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Members

Target Market

49%

Age

27%

73%

3%
9%

Average
age:
58

51%

21%
35%
31%

25-34

16%

35-44

25%

45-54

26%

55 -64
65+

22%

11%

Average age:
48

While Opimian is relatively well represented in Alberta, the largest
untapped pools of wine drinkers are in Ontario and Quebec
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10.3 million Canadians aged 25-74 consume
wine at least once a month, which represents
49% of the population.

Members

38%
33%

32%

24%

11%

13%

11%
6%
2%

British Columbia

Alberta

Market size
Members
Target
Market

Saskatchewan

4% 5%
Manitoba

Ontario

6%

7% 7%

Quebec

Atlantic

Montreal+Toronto+Vancouver
Other big cities

19%

37%
43%

44%
19%

38%

Opimian’s strong presence outside metropolitan areas is probably explained by the relatively sparse offering through
liquor boards in those areas that was raised in the focus groups.

On average, member households consume between 3 and 4 bottles of wine per
week, nearly double the consumption in the target market
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Number of bottles consumed weekly per household
0
Members 1%

Target
Market

1

16%

2

3

4

25%

13%

5
21%

53%

6

7
11%

8 or more
9%

18%

5%

7% 3%2%1%

Weekly wine expenditure

3.5

bottles

$21

$73.50

1.6

bottles

$16

$25.60

Members buy nearly half of their wine from channels other than wine
clubs (31% from the liquor board)
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Selected channel for buying wine

Through a private
wine club

52%

1%
31%

At a liquor board
Directly from a
winery
Through a wine
agency
At a grocery store
At a convenience
store
Other

Immediate Consumption vs Cellaring

Members
72%

5%
4%
4%
3%
1%

Members

25
%

31
%
44
%

Target Market

10%

1%
2%
6%
8%

Target
Market
5%

As noted in the focus groups, we see clearly here
that the target market is more likely to buy for
immediate consumption. This has implications
for how Opimian should position its role in
members’ consumption patterns.

27%
67%

All agree that affordability and trust are the most important traits.
However, exclusivity matters more to members and non-profit status to
non-members
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What matters most in a wine club
Members

Private
10%

Affordable
78%

Target Market

Private
12%

Affordable,
76%

National, 11%

Trusted, 61%

Exclusive,
17%

National
11%

Exclusive
26%

Trusted
78%

Unique
44%

Non-Profit
35%

Unique, 30%

Non-Profit,
41%

What is segmentation and why to we do it?

SEGMENTATION

Dividing people in distinct groups with
distinct characteristics to target them with
different marketing mixes.
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Opimian’s overall market is defined by 6 distinct
motivational profiles
Of these segments, the most
promising for Opimian are:
• The Collector
• The Wine Explorer
• The Knowledge Seeker
• The Initiate

The Wine Lover
(75%)
It’s all about the wine

The Collector (74%)

Focus on exclusive wines and
building an impressive cellar

The Social Extrovert
(55%)
Sharing their passion with others

The Knowledge Seeker
(70%)
Gain mastery / learn from the best

2%

11%

17%
4%
12%

54%

The Advice Seeker
(24%)
Content to follow
recommendations
– low enthusiasm for wine

The Initiate (59%)

Choose confidently and develop
their palate

(The % of segment target market that is interested in joining)
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Today’s membership is dominated by Knowledge Seekers, followed closely
by Collectors, Wine Lovers and Initiates

Target Market

Members
The Advice
Seeker
The Wine
Lover

The
Collector

19%

The
Collector

15%
19%

19%
6%

The Social
extrovert

22%
The
Knowledge
Seeker

The Social
Extrovert
The
Initiate

The Wine
Lover

11%
2%
17%

The Knowledge
Seeker

The Advice
Seeker

4%
12%

54%

The Initiate
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The most promising segments in terms of interest in joining tend to be those that
value Wine Access and Discovery particularly highly

+
Importance of Group Belonging

17%

-

The Social
Extrovert
The Initiate
The Wine
Lover
12%
11%

54%
The
Collector

The Advice
Seeker

2%

The Knowledge
Seeker

4%

Importance of Wine Access and Discovery

Bubble size = segment size

+
30

70%

The Wine Lover

30%

Opimian members

11% of
the
market

Profile

Age
25-54
40%

Employe
d or
retired

25-54
70%

Employe
d

Interested in
joining a
private wine
club

Interested in Likelihood of purchasing
remaining a Opimian complementary
products
member
100k
+

University

90%
It’s all about the wine
This segment is motivated to join or
remain in a private wine club to obtain
great value for money on exclusive
imported and Canadian wines not
available through the liquor board.
They are also drawn to the possibility
of receiving wine more and are happy
to discover via the convenience of the 6
bottle discovery pack

Opimian Target Market

College or
university

50-15
0k

75%

57%

Very interested
(52%)

Aware of
Opimian wine
club

• Been a member for more than 5
years (58%)

Wine consumption behavior

Consume wine at
least one a week

How many bottles on
average, per week?

• Likes to have the Quench
magazine on hand and reads each
issue at least in part (40%)

49%

• Would like to keep the current
classification of the Wine Review
index (36%)

3,4

2,1

• Do not have expert knowledge or
professional experience with wine
(68%)

Private wine
club (49%),
liquor board
(34%)

Liquor board
(74%)

92%

Why?
For the wine/variety of
wines
Access to new/imported/
premium wines
Curiosity/ interesting

Likelihood of
purchasing Opimian
complementary
products

7%
•

56%

Would be more likely to become a
member now knowing more about
Opimian (free gift with first
purchase, orders available for pick
up, non-profit organization, etc.)

Access and Discovery
Group Belonging

Where purchase?

Most Valued Traits

Trusted

Non-Profit

Deals and Convenience

Advanced Services

% higher than total sample
% lower than total sample

National

73%

Advice and Learning
Addition to
cellar for
future use

Immediately/
following days

How much spent per
bottle, on average?

$15 to $24.99

Less than
$40

What kind of wine?

Imported or
liquor board
wine

Imported,
Canadian
liquor board
wine

When consume after
the purchase?

39%

Affordable

82%

9%
28%
8%
16%

Exclusive

44%

Members
Target
Market

Unique

Private
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Relative Importance of Factors on Decision to Join or
Remain a Member

Advanced
Services
17%

Wine Access and
Discovery
28%

§

The 30 attributes measured can be
grouped under 5 broader categories
(referred to here as factors) based on
degree of correlation between attributes
(attributes that are most highly correlated
are joined within a single factor.

§

Analysis reveals the extent to which
each factor helps explain the decision to
become or remain a member

Convenience
16%

Advice and
Learning
15%

Belonging
24%
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Key 2016 Actions
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Highlights of research findings:
v Rejuvenate membership and activities
v Provide Personalized Service, Know my Preferences File, Be

Interactive, Hold More Events Closer to where I Live
v Modernize Communication, Visibility, Website,

Interactivity and Events.

Key 2016 Actions
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Step by Step Execution of Member Centric Organization:
Research has been conducted across Canada for Opimian by IPSOS Reid in order to crystallize what the
‘Promise’ to our members should be, and how Opimian should adapt / deliver the services to its
members.
Simply put, Opimian must modernize and mobilize its resources to deliver a member centric experience
worthy of its leadership role in the Canadian private wine club market.

Key 2016 Actions
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Creation of a membership experience / AR Network
Relationship department:
v This group is focused on all aspects of the experience, starting with

attraction of new members to enhancing the experience for all members.
v It also ensures execution at all levels of contact with members, from
phone or web contact through to event formulation and execution at the
AR level for national and local events.

Key 2016 actions
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Creation of a Wine Concierge Service:
v This role assists members in all aspects of the experience, from appreciation of membership

advantages, wine selection based on preferences, event suggestions and experiential opportunities.

v In addition to providing much needed personal

attention and guidance, the opportunity to upsell
members to appreciate more wines that suit the
palates and lifestyle will be a primary objective.

Key 2016 Actions
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Website Makeover and Enhancement:
Our goal is to modernize our website (and connect to other platforms) so as
to simplify and enhance the experience for our members. This will affect not
only the transactional portion, but also the content and communication
potential on our site. If Opimian is to attract a rejuvenated membership that
is already tech savvy, we must modernize and offer these services.

Key 2016 Actions
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Ensemble Tours:
This alliance will provide a local “feeder system” of like-minded clients
who enjoy food, wine and travel for Opimian AR events. Each of the hand
selected Ensemble agents across the country will also be accessible for any
travel or experiential experiences for the benefit of our members. There is
also a cross promotional benefit with Ensemble properties and
opportunities where Opimian will attract new potential members.

Key 2016 Actions
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P.R. Firm:
Professional National and Local Key Event Support and Opimian
Strategy
This partnership will provide services to the Opimian H.O. and our selected National
and Local event needs. In addition to promoting the Opimian brand in a professional
and organized manner, our National events planned with our key supplier partners
would be promoted by the firm. National appearances by the Opimian MW would
also be orchestrated and executed by this professional firm. Further alliances through
the network of institutions and clients that the firm has access to will benefit
Opimian’s approach to gain membership.

Key 2016 Actions
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Corporate Presentations: Institutions and Corporate Wine
Discovery
v Opimian has already begun approaching potential corporate institutions

so as to educate their senior executives/key clients on the benefits and
appreciation of wine.

v This presentation and service has many components and has a flexible

format to the needs of the institution and their activity, including tasting
of Opimian wines, and an invitation for interested parties to become
members and attend future events.
v Confirmations have already been received for a number of corporate

events including RBC, Scotia, BDC, and other institutions.

Key 2016 Actions
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Brand Re-Positioning Firm:

We will define and communicate the new Opimian
personality and leverage points
This Opimian partner integrates the learnings from research into the
eventual brand re-positioning, image, personality and
characteristics that Opimian will then communicate to existing
members and potential members on all platforms and methods of
communication.

Key 2016 Actions
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Preparation Regarding Supplier Partner Programs:
A) Promotional Funding : ( Tier System, Event Wines, Visibility)
B) Interactivity and Web Programs: Event Attendance or Virtual
C) National and Local Event Synergies: Thematics, PR Advantages ,
Producer
D) Integration and Evolution of Jane Masters’ Contribution and Events.

Member Centric Strategy and Innovation
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 Build a Strong Team
 Create a Member Centric Environment
 Listen to Existing and Future Members
 Simplify/Enhance the Experience and Create Value
 Have a Glass of Wine J

Thank You

